
NANOG 59 General Survey Results

Total Votes Received: 33

1. How did you attend NANOG 59?
In Person 33
Via webcast 0

2. What was (were) your most important reason(s) for attending NANOG 59?
Agenda (program) quality and content 9
Tutorials 1
Keynotes 0
Network with colleagues 21
Purchase Products 0
Sell Products 0
Social Functions 0
Location 0
Conference Dates 0
Registration Cost 0
Travel/Lodge 0
Rotation/Turn to Attend 0
Speaker 1

3. How did you find the OVERALL quality of NANOG 59?
a. Quality of speakers
Excellent 9
Good 22
Average 2
Poor 0
n/a 0

b. Quality of technical information presented
Excellent 11
Good 21
Average 1
Poor 0
n/a 0

c. Technical relevance of topics
Excellent 17
Good 14
Average 2
Poor 0
n/a 0

4. Was the NANOG Breakfast/Break food and beverage selection satisfactory?



Yes 29
No 3
n/a 1
Suggestions for future food/beverage selections 
Need a little more than what was provided.
Satisfactory, but not necessarily excellent.
I heard from someone, "Not enough cookies."
Thanks for the fresh fruit.
Hot chocolate would have been nice, especially in locations with highly air-conditioned 
conference locales. :)
good enough
monday's breakfast was sub par.
Not enough bacon! Given that incoming Board members stood on a platform of 
providing bacon, I expect this to no longer be an issue. ;)
Can we have some plain breakfast cereals (i.e. ones which are not sprayed with a 
sugary glaze), such as cornflakes, in the spec? The cereals provided at NANOG 59 
were all "sugared' in some way.
Better than my hotel.

5. Was the Monday Newcomers or Attendee Lunch menu selection satisfactory?
Yes 18
No 0
n/a 15
Suggestions for future food/beverage selections 
Thank you!
The NANOG-provided lunch (newcomer and otherwise) reduces attendee 
fragmentation and encourages socialization.
I arrived monday afternoon due to the flight
Good selection. Great not to have to worry about where to go and find lunch too.

6. Did you attend the Beer n' Gear and Evening Socials?
Yes 26
No 2
n/a 3
Suggestions for future food/beverage selections 
Answering before attending, sorry.
Beer n gear vendors seem to be distributing less trinkets, Cisco "do not photograph" 
seemed out of the spirit of BnG. LINX social was spread a bit too thin and Tuesday night 
lacked some of the excitement of previous socials, though perhaps understanding given 
the limited local attractions.
The gear at this event seemed lacking.
LINX NoVA social was very poor. Seriously under-catered. If I was a sponsor for that, I 
would have been very embarrassed. Shameful stuff.



7. Do you have suggestions for topics and/or speakers for future meeting 
presentations?
More operational experience (as always!) but not least, finding presenters for SDN or 
OpenFlow in non-academic production networks would be really nice.
Yes - I will submit stuff soon.
DHCPv6 vs RA: reasons for choosing and implementation challenges (hit up mpetach)
IPv6, DNS
No. I believe the subject already explored are congruent to NANOG meeting idea.
more lightning talks

 8. Have you searched for comments about this NANOG meeting at a social media 
site?
Yes 0
No 0
Facebook

9. Do you subscribe to the nanog@nanog.org mailing list?
Yes 26
No 4

10. If you encountered wireless network issues please be specific about what 
they were and how you resolved them. Give us suggestions for future 
improvements.
Had problems with the room network Monday AM.
No problems per se. Was amused by other SSIDs seen intermittently, e.g. "murdering 
hooker next door" :-)
The NANOG SSID in the guest rooms disappeared somewhere during Monday night.
Coverage was erratice
It was good. Thanks for engineering crew.
The in-room wifi was very appreciated though it didn't work during Monday night.
the wireless seemed to kick ass throughout the hotel.  great job!
the wireless access in the hotel rooms at the sheraton resort was very slow,the wireless 
access at the NANOG event conference area was much better.

11. Please rank the meeting venue 1-5. 5 being the best hotel you have attended a 
meeting at to 1 being the worst hotel you have attended a meeting at.
Please tell us why you ranked that way and ways to improve
5 6
4 16
3 8
2 2
1 0
Nice place so far. I somewhat like remote locations that keep everyone in the same 
building.



I think this is the best NANOG hotel I've been to. Great location, nice and tranquil. In a 
way, forcing attendees to stay close much of the time encourages more on-site 
networking.
Location was quite a long ways out from where I expected the meeting venue to be (but 
I didn't research it before I got here).
So far so good.  Need more nights here to evaluate.  Staff is extremely professional.  
Rivals 5 & 6-star hotels. Would like better cell service by AT&T.  At least it's not a 
basement in Toronto. :)
Very nice location, relaxed atmosphere, good restaurants and conference area. Bit of a 
walk getting places but it works.
onsite food is very expensive for what it is
Venue was too isolated given the lack of capacity to accommodate all attendees 
staying. Lunch options very limited without a car.
if the hotel cannot hold nanog, there should be more hotels added that are closer/do not 
require a shuttle.  the shuttle solution available at this show was sub-par.
nice venue but way too far away from anything else, and food at venue limited selection 
and expensive. venue also didn't seem prepared for a group of our size and habits 
(network, bar)
I liked this, but the remoteness did get me down a little.  I prefer being in cities.
The Hotel is so far from city center. So I lost a good time to move from hotel to center to 
have lunch for example (tuesday and wednesday the luck was at our own).
In general one of the better venues in a while.
hotel was out in the middle of nowhere.
It was great for the conference itself, but it was a bit too far outside of the city for good 
social events or other post-session social activities.
this hotel was very far away from anything useful and other dining options.  please 
return to locating nanog within a reasonably  central location in a city
Too far away from civilization. Wifi in rooms was unusable at times.
The room was pleasant enough, and the ballrooms and conference facilities themselves 
were first rate, but being so far away from everything else was bad. It was near enough 
a 10 minute drive just to get off the property! This has a negative impact on the 
afternoon sessions when people have to go some ways from the venue for lunch. 
Parking was also a nightmare unless you valet-parked - because the parking lot was a 
mile hike from *everything*, and the valets were pretty snarky and off-hand if you 
wanted to self-park.
The food at the sheraton resort was way too expensive and limited in selection 
especially for vegetarians. It would have been nice if you had negotiated discounted 
pricing at least for dinner since all other meals were provided at the conference event.I 
think most attendees expected a meal at some of the offsite events held in the evening.

12. Do you have suggestions for future meeting locations, Hosts or Internet 
connectivity providers to the venue?
Keep up the good work, although newer places might be nice (anywhere that NANOG 
has not met before, or not recently). Travel time (total) is priority. Direct flights from IAD 
preferred for probably 10-20% of attendees, please give that some consideration.
Let me think about that....



Boston, MA/Portland, OR/New York City, NY
No. This is my first time attending.
Boston, New York, Portland, anywhere in Canada.
Would be great to have a NANOG somewhere like Boston.

13. We need your help to plan our future events. Understanding that this is not a 
commitment on your part, would you attend these future conferences and could 
you let us know why?
NANOG 60 in Atlanta, GA, February 10-12, 2014 0
NANOG 61 in Bellevue, Washington, June 2-4, 2014 0
NANOG 62 in Baltimore, MD October 6-8, 2014 0
Uncertain - Why? 0
So long as the location isn't some stupid distance from a major airport, I'm location 
agnostic.
I will attend every NANOG until the end of civilization, in all likelihood. :-)
Reduced travel budget. Sorry.  ROI is better with a joint meeting. Consider partnering 
with related industry groups for back-to-back meetings?  (IETF, IEEE, LISA, v6 
Implementors)
NANOG60 - Unlikely, because of the location (bad experiences during previous NOGs 
there). NANOG61 - Yes will attend. NANOG62 - Yes will attend.
Content is king, travel justification depends on content and workload around the 
meetings
More likely Baltimore.  I generally do one a year, in the fall.
I'm gonna try to attend next meeting, but it'll depends of my company.
Costs, travel and otherwise, would be a factor affecting my ability to attend.
Atlanta unlikely, will attend Seattle and Baltimore.
I attend all of them regardless of location. Well, except Toronto in February. That was 
just silly.
networking w colleagues  staying abreast of current topics and peer/organizational 
challenges
Might be a colleague. All of them will likely be attended by someone from our company.

14. Is there something you would like to comment on that does not fit into a 
question above? Please leave your comments here.
No, I would not.
I wish I could've done both Data Center BOF and BCOP BOF.
The Monday social was bad - need food cheapskkates!
No. I just want to thank you for this opportunity.
It would be nice to get back to a 3 night stay. It's 4 right now in order to take in the entire 
general session agenda, and people traveling from West coast to East still have to fly all 
day on Sunday.


